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Abstract
This paper investigates the risk-return relationship in determination of housing asset pricing. In so doing, the paper evaluates behavioral hypotheses advanced by Case and Shiller (1988, 2002, 2009) in studies of boom and post-boom housing markets. The paper specifies and tests a housing asset pricing model (H-CAPM), whereby expected returns of metropolitan-specific housing markets are equated to the market return, as represented by aggregate US house price time-series. We augment the model by examining the impact of additional risk factors including aggregate stock market returns, idiosyncratic risk, momentum, and Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) size effects. Further, we test the robustness of H-CAPM results to inclusion of controls for socioeconomic variables commonly represented in the house price literature, including changes in employment, affordability, and foreclosure incidence. Consistent with the traditional CAPM, we find a sizable and statistically significant influence of the market factor on MSA house price returns. Moreover we show that market betas have varied substantially over time. Also, we find the basic housing CAPM results are robust to the inclusion of other explanatory variables, including standard measures of risk and other housing market fundamentals. Additional tests of the validity of the model using the Fama-MacBeth framework offer further strong support of a positive risk and return relationship in housing. Our findings are supportive of the application of a housing investment risk-return framework in explanation of variation in metro-area cross-section and time-series US house price returns. Further, results strongly corroborate Case-Shiller behavioral research indicating the importance of speculative forces in the determination of U.S. housing returns.
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1. Introduction

Speculation has arguably been important to the recent and extreme swings in housing markets. However, few existing analyses have explicitly tested the risk-return framework in explanation of housing investment returns. As is broadly appreciated, the CAPM provides a simple risk-return relationship whereby an asset’s or portfolio’s returns are predicted by the market return. However, the CAPM is typically applied to the pricing of equities. This paper applies the CAPM to evaluate the risk-return relationship in housing asset pricing.1 Further, the research seeks to determine whether other measures of house price risk have explanatory power for housing returns. Moreover, we seek to evaluate the robustness of the risk-return relationship to the presence of non-risk characteristics.2 We examine the relation both in the metropolitan cross-section and time-series of house price returns. Results of estimation of housing CAPM (H-CAPM) provide evidence of a strong positive relationship between housing risk and returns. This relationship remains after accounting for well-known fundamentals including affordability, employment, and foreclosure effects. The findings are robust both in the cross-sectional and time-series relation between metropolitan-specific returns and aggregate housing market returns. Using the Fama-MacBeth framework to test the H-CAPM, we find strong support for the basic premise of the CAPM for housing, that there is a positive risk and return relationship. However we also find evidence of a non-linear CAPM.

Our research seeks new insights as regards the extreme boom-bust cycle in house prices evidenced in many U.S. metropolitan markets over the current decade. As is widely appreciated, recent substantial reductions in house values have figured importantly in the implosion of capital markets, reverse wealth effects, and global economic contraction. Neither analysts, regulators, nor other players in housing markets well anticipated the depth of the house price movements, their geographical contagion, or their broader macroeconomic impact.

In the economics literature, market and demographic fundamentals are often employed in assessment of housing market fluctuations. Often, those models pool cross-location and time-series data in reduced form specifications of supply- and demand-side fundamentals, including controls for labor market, nominal affordability, and other cyclical terms (see, for example, Case and Shiller (1988, 1990), Case and Quigley (1991), Gabriel, Mattey and Wascher (1999), Himmelberg, Mayer, and Sinai (2005)). While house price determination has been a popular topic of economics research, (see, for example, Case and Shiller (1989, 2003)), existing models often have failed to capture the substantial time and place variability in housing returns.

---

1 Housing is analogous to equities in that it can pay two forms of compensation to investors. For equities, compensation is composed of price returns and dividends, whereas for housing compensation is comprised of house price returns and rents. Similar to the standard approach taken in the equity pricing literature, (e.g. Fama and French, 1992) we focus on modelling only the price return compensation of housing investment.

2 The legitimacy of the CAPM with the single market variable has been questioned (Fama and French, 1996). Further, additional factors have been found to explain the variation in equity returns (see for example Fama and French, 1992; 1993). In defence of the CAPM, however, the market factor has been found to be the most important factor that predicts equity returns.
Behavioral research (e.g. Case and Shiller (1988, 2003)) suggests that market fundamentals are insufficient to explain house price fluctuations and that speculation plays a role. Early surveys of recent homebuyers in San Francisco, Los Angeles, Boston, and Milwaukee, Case and Shiller (1988) concluded that “without question, home buyers [in all four sampled areas] looked at their decision to buy as an investment decision.” More recent survey findings point to the growing importance of investment motivations for home purchase. For example, results of the 2002 survey, published in Case, Quigley, and Shiller (2003), indicate that investment returns are a consideration for the vast majority of buyers. Further, the pattern of survey findings reveals both geographic and temporal variations in investment demand for homeownership. In discussion of recently released 2009 Case-Shiller survey results (see New York Times, October 11, 2009) Bob Shiller suggests that “the sudden turn in the housing market probably reflects a new homebuyer emphasis on market timing.” Shiller concludes that “it appears the extreme ups and downs of the housing market have turned many Americans into housing speculators.”

To assess the dynamics underpinning house price returns, we specify and test a Housing Capital Asset Pricing Model (H-CAPM). Despite the fundamental importance of the CAPM to empirical asset pricing (see, for example, Fama and MacBeth (1973), Merton (1973), Fama and French (1992), Fama and French (1993), Roll (1977)), few papers have undertaken comprehensive tests of the investment asset pricing framework in applications to housing. In this paper, we equate expected returns in metropolitan housing markets to the market return as proxied by aggregate

---

3 As suggested by Case and Shiller (1988) “Home buyers in the boom cities had much higher expectations for future price increases, and were more influenced by investment motives. In both California cities, over 95 percent said that they thought of their purchase as an investment at least in part. In Boston, the figure was 93.0 percent and In Milwaukee, 89.7 percent. A surprisingly large number in San Francisco, 37.2 percent, said that they bought the property "strictly" for investment purposes.”

4 Case and Shiller (1988) conclude that “All of this suggests a market for residential real estate that is very different from the one traditionally discussed and modeled in the literature. In a fully rational market, prices would be driven by fundamentals such as income, demographic changes, national economic conditions and so forth. The survey results presented here and actual price behavior together sketches a very different picture. While the evidence is circumstantial, and we can only offer conjectures, we see a market driven largely by [investment] expectations.”

5 Case, Quigley, and Shiller (2003) suggest that even after a long boom, home-buyers typically had expectations that prices over the next 10 years would show double-digit annual price growth, apparently only with a modest level of risk. Results from 2008 and 2009 Case and Shiller surveys provide strong evidence that homebuyers remains housing bulls in the long-run. Further, they suggest that “it seems reasonable to conjecture that an expectations formation process such as this could well be a major contributor to the substantial swings seen in housing prices in some US regions.”

6While homeownership user cost computations account for expected housing investment returns, standard reduced form house price models focus largely on fundamentals associated with housing consumption demand.
US housing market returns. The traditional application of the CAPM uses aggregate stock equity market returns, for example the S&P500 index returns, to proxy the market portfolio and to estimate a market beta. Accordingly, a first consideration is to assess the appropriateness of alternative proxies for the market factor, including both the national house price series and the S&P500 equity return series.

Moreover we augment the model by examining the impact of other risk factors including idiosyncratic risk, momentum, and MSA size effects. Idiosyncratic risk is not included in the traditional CAPM world as market risk is taken to be the sole predictor of returns. In that context, investors are assumed to hold the fully diversified market portfolio. Unlike the CAPM for equities, however, investment in housing is usually not associated with a diversified portfolio, as investors typically hold a small number of location-specific properties (for example, a single property) in private ownership. This suggests that the housing pricing model should not only include a reward in expected returns for systematic (market) risk, but also provide compensation for diversifiable risk. Thus, housing investors seek compensation for total risk, encompassing both systematic (market) risk and unsystematic (idiosyncratic) risk (see Merton’s (1987) model for a theoretical framework). In the empirical asset pricing literature, however, evidence on the role of idiosyncratic risk in equity pricing is mixed. Ang, Hodrick Xing and Zhang (2006) find the relationship between idiosyncratic risk and expected returns is negative. In contrast, Goyal and Santa-Clara (2003) find a positive relationship, whereas Bali, Cakici, Yan, Zhang (2001) find an insignificant relationship. For real estate, the issue is overlooked somewhat although Plazzi, Torous and Valkonov (2008) find a positive relationship between commercial real estate expected returns and idiosyncratic risk. We use the most commonly applied measure of idiosyncratic risk by taking the standard deviations of the squared residuals from the CAPM model. Regardless, idiosyncratic risk is an important component of total risk for equities (Campbell, Latteau, Makiel, Xu, 2000) and given the lack of diversification may also be prominent for housing investment.

In the equity pricing literature, research has confirmed the existence of a size effect whereby small firms earn higher risk-adjusted returns than large firms (using firm market capitalization as a measure of firm size). Banz (1981) was among the first to document the size effect-- suggesting that returns on small firms were high relative to their betas. The prevalence of this effect led Fama and French (1992) to incorporate size as a risk factor in the CAPM. Known as Small Minus Big (SMB), this control

---

7 Of course idiosyncratic risk may also have an influence on house prices for different reasons. For instance if there is mispricing of housing it will attract economic agents such as arbitragers who try and exploit this and earn non-market risk related returns.

8 The mixed evidence may result from the modelling of idiosyncratic risk where a number of alternative measures are driven by different econometric assumptions (eg. see Lehmann, 1990).

9 As in the case of equities, idiosyncratic risk associated with housing investment may have changed over time. For example, as shown by Campbell, Latteau, Makiel, and Xu (2000), idiosyncratic risk trended upwards up during the 1990s, but this trend has reversed in more recent times (Bekaert Hodrick Zhang, 2008).
tests for a zero cost investment strategy based on size whereby investors short large firms to finance their ownership of small firms. Fama and French (1992) find a positive relationship between the SMB factor and expected returns and show that it predicts future asset returns. In housing research, Cannon, Miller and Pandher (2007) find a positive cross-sectional relationship between the SMB factor and housing returns. We construct a similar SMB term for metropolitan housing by subtracting the 75th quartile return based on median MSA house prices from the 25th quartile return for each time interval.

Carhart (1997) has provided evidence in support of the inclusion of a momentum term in the pricing of equities. The momentum term seeks to identify past winners and losers in asset returns and specifies a trading strategy by assuming that these outcomes will continue in the future. In that trading strategy, the investor buys past winners and sells past losers with the expectation that the overall return is positive. In a key known study, Jegadeesh and Titman (1993) sort past returns into decile portfolios and assume the investor buys the best return ranking portfolio and sells the worst return ranking portfolio for each period. The authors find that their momentum factor has significant positive explanatory power for equity returns, and remainseven in the presence of the control for market risk. In addition, an extensive literature has used variations on this definition with similar results. Momentum has been generally overlooked in the housing literature although momentum trading has been found to have a positive influence on future real estate investment trust (REIT) returns (Chui, Titman, and Wei, 2003; Derwall, Huij, Brounen, and Marquering, 2009). For our asset pricing model, winning and losing MSAs are identified in every time period by sorting all previous period’s MSA returns and the highest (lowest) returns are associated with winners (losers). In specification of this housing spatial arbitrage term, we take an average of the highest quartile returns less the lowest quartile returns.

Finally, the augmented CAPM model is tested against the inclusion of controls for socioeconomic variables commonly represented in the house price literature, including changes in income, employment, and affordability. Those controls seek to link house price fluctuations to local fundamentals, notably including proxies for nominal ability-to-pay, supply-side shocks, and demographic controls (see, for example, Case and Shiller (1988, 1990), Goodman and Gabriel (1996), Case and Quigley (1991), Gabriel, Mattey and Wascher (1999), and Himmelberg, Mayer, and Sinai (2005).

Our focus on the cross-sectional and intertemporal dynamics of US house prices is facilitated via the application of quarterly house price indices from the Office of Federal Housing Enterprise Oversight (OFHEO) for the 1985-2007 timeframe and across over 150 MSAs. The national house price series is identified as the market

---

10 The Case-Shiller data uses a similar methodology in incorporating repeat sales for a number of US cities (currently 20). While the OFHEO data derives from sales of homes using conforming loans, that data offers a substantially greater cross-sectional spread in addition to a much longer time series than the Case-Shiller series, which is only available since 1987. In ongoing work, we seek to test the robustness of our results to the Case-Shiller time-series.
return for housing investment. The study first uses a pooled cross-section and time-series approach to fit the asset pricing model. We generate betas for each MSA’s returns with respect to movements in the OFHEO national house price index. Each beta represents the market risk-adjusted sensitivity of the per-period change in MSA-specific house prices to movements in the aggregate housing market. High betas represent high risk housing markets whereas low betas represent low risk housing markets. For example, as expected, we find high housing betas in metropolitan areas of the east and west coast, notably including coastal California and Florida, whereas areas of the upper mid-west and Great Plains are characterized by low betas. In general, we find that investment in high (low) risk markets is compensated by high (low) returns.

We also undertake cross-sectional analysis at quarterly intervals for our large sample of MSAs to examine the temporal evolution of our asset pricing variables. Assessment of the time-series of our model coefficients indicates that the relative importance of explanatory factors has varied across time and over the housing cycle. Specifically we find that the positive influence of the market factor on MSA-specific asset returns has been marked by substantial cyclical variability in some metropolitan areas; in other areas, betas have evidenced little increase or decrease. However, as expected, the market explanatory power does vary substantially across MSAs, suggesting the housing CAPM investment framework is more relevant to an explanation of house price returns in some MSAs than in others. To illustrate, we find that market betas increase substantially through the sample period for Milwaukee, where those estimates are estimated at close to zero through much of the 1990s, but then rise to about 1 toward the end of the sample period. In contrast, the opposite occurs in Boston, where market betas are estimated at greater than 2 early in the time-series but trend down to less than 1 during the mid-2000s, only to jump again precipitously during the subsequent housing boom years. However there are a large set of MSAs where the market betas remain relatively high or low throughout the sample. Also the asset pricing model explanatory power varies across MSAs; for example, model fit is particularly high for coastal California MSAs such as Los Angeles, CA ($R^2 = 0.846$), but relatively low for central areas such as Cedar Rapids, IA ($R^2 = 0.132$).

We also run separate time-series models for each MSA. We find strong evidence of a risk-return relationship that varies across MSAs. In particular our CAPM market betas vary substantially and are strongly related to the relative explanatory power of the models in the cross-section. The average correlation across MSAs between the $R^2$ and betas for our H-CAPM model with only 1 factor, the OFHEO National series, is 0.739. In terms of specific MSAs we find that Raleigh-Cary, NC has a very low explanatory power ($R^2 = 0.108$) coupled with a low beta (0.074) whereas in contrast Tampa-St.Petersburg-Clearwater, FL has a relatively high $R^2$ (0.886) and market beta (1.567).

To avoid a potential error-in-variable problem from using a single asset CAPM we also examine the pricing relationship using portfolios of MSA returns. Using

\footnote{In contrast aggregate stock market returns have a negligible influence on the variation of house price returns with low explanatory power, and is supportive of previous evidence (Case, 2000).}
portfolios we test the validity of our H-CAPM model using the Fama-MacBeth (1973) framework. Note, however, that using portfolios is not without its challenges. Roll (1977) finds that portfolio averages may conceal relevant information on assets, so as to make it difficult to determine the impact of variables on asset returns. This issue is particularly relevant to studies of metropolitan housing markets (relative to equity markets), in that limited cross-sectional housing data may give rise to portfolios containing few assets. That notwithstanding, we find a strong risk and return relationship for the housing portfolios. Further, we find the basic housing CAPM model is robust to the addition of other explanatory variables, including standard measures of risk and other housing market fundamentals. Our findings corroborate survey findings by Case and Shiller and are supportive of the application of a housing investment risk-return model in explanation of variation in metro-area cross-section and time-series of US house price returns. Further, our results suggest the markedly elevated importance of a housing investment asset pricing framework to certain MSAs over the course of the recent house price cycle.

The plan of the paper is as follows. The following section describes our house price data and characterizes temporal and cross-sectional variability in house price returns. Section 2.2 defines model explanatory variables and reports on summary characteristics in the data. Section 2.3 reports on the estimation results of alternative specifications of the housing CAPM, inclusive of assessment of cross-sectional and temporal variation in the housing market betas. Section 2.4 focuses on Fama-MacBeth analysis and other robustness checks. Section 3 provides concluding remarks.

2. Analysis

2.1 Housing Market Returns

In our H-CAPM the dependent inputs include MSA-specific house price returns as proxied by the OFHEO metropolitan indices. Regression analysis is undertaken on 151 MSAs for which we have obtained quarterly price index data from 1985:Q1 – 2007:Q4. The house price time-series are produced by the U.S. Office of Federal Housing Enterprise Oversight (OFHEO). The OFHEO series are weighted repeat-sale price indices associated with single-family homes. Home sales and refinancing activity included in the OFHEO sample derive from conforming home purchase mortgage loans purchased by the housing Government Sponsored Enterprises—the Federal National Mortgage Association (Fannie Mae) and the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation (Freddie Mac). The OFHEO data comprise the most extensive cross-sectional and time-series set of quality-adjusted house price indices available in the United States. However, due to exclusion of sales and refinancing associated with government-backed and non-conforming home mortgages, the OFHEO series likely understates the actual level of geographic and time-series variability in U.S. house prices.

However, the portfolio sort criteria has an impact on the findings for portfolio returns with Brennan, Chordia and Subrahmanyam (1998) showing that the impact on returns change significantly from using 6 versus 7 portfolios.

While some of the MSA-specific OFHEO series are available from 1975, our timeframe (1985-2007) is chosen so as to maximize representation of U.S. metropolitan areas.\textsuperscript{14} Our 151 time-series include all major U.S. markets. As suggested below, the average of our 151 MSA-specific time-series is closely correlated to the OFHEO national house price index (corr = .953). We calculate house price returns for each MSA in our sample as the log quarterly difference in its repeat home sales price index.\textsuperscript{15}

Figure 1 provides an initial review of the house price series incorporating time series plots and summary details at quarterly frequency. Here, for illustrative purposes, we distinguish movements in house prices for the 4 metropolitan areas identified in ongoing Case-Shiller survey research, relative to that of the U.S. market overall. As suggested above, the OFHEO national series is computed over a large number of sampled areas for the 1985-Q1 through 2007-Q4 period.\textsuperscript{16} In each case, the time-series of index levels are normalized to 100 in Q1 1995.

Figure 1 provides evidence of considerable temporal and cross-sectional variation in the house price series. As shown, the rate of increase in aggregate market returns accelerated markedly during the post-recession years of the early 2000s. Among the 4 identified locations, extreme house price run-ups are identified for coastal metropolitan areas, with the highest rates of mean price change and risk (standard deviation of index changes) shown for California coastal markets. In Los Angeles, for example, house prices moved up from an index level of 100 in 1995 to a peak level of almost 350 in 2007! One quarter’s returns almost reached 10%. Similar price movements, although somewhat less extreme, were evidenced in San Francisco and Boston. In marked contrast, house price trend and risk were substantially muted in Milwaukee, at levels close to the US market average. The summary data presented in Figure 1 suggest marked variability in house price risk and returns across US metro areas as is consistent with earlier Case-Shiller behavioral characterization.

\textsuperscript{14} The Case-Shiller house price indices provide the primary alternative to the OFHEO series. While the Case-Shiller price indices are not confined only to conforming mortgage transactions, they include a substantially smaller (N=20) set of cities over a much shorter timeframe (2000-present).

\textsuperscript{15} In principle, it would be desirable to model house prices at higher frequencies. Unfortunately, monthly quality-adjusted house price indices are available from OFHEO only for Census Divisions (N=18) and only for a much shorter time-series.

\textsuperscript{16} OFHEO actually provides data for a larger number of MSAs (384 in total for 2009) which is used to create the National house price index. However many of those MSAs are associated with a lack of trading activity and so the full set of MSAs are not included as rankable according to the definition provided by OFHEO. Moreover our sample is restricted to include only those MSAs with data available between 1985 and 2007 resulting in 151 individual MSAs. However we are confident that we have captured a very large proportion of US housing market as measured by OFHEO with the average of individual MSA series very strongly correlated with the National series (corr = 0.953).
2.2 Inputs to the Regressions

Explanatory Variables

Table 1 provides definitions and summary information on model variables. While empirical modelling is undertaken at a quarterly frequency, this information is displayed at an annual frequency. As shown, the cross sectional average return for all MSA housing markets \( (R_{HP}) \) is substantial at almost 1% with an average deviation of just less than this. Moreover we see strong cross sectional variation with returns ranging from 0.295% to 2.530%. This is similar to the national OFHEO series \( (R_{OFHEO}) \). The alternative market return series, the S&P 500 \( (R_{SP}) \), is characterized by substantially elevated risk relative to that of housing markets and the return performance is relatively poor with average negative returns in excess of 1%.

The small minus big term (SMB) is defined as the quarterly return associated with the 25\textsuperscript{th} percentile house price MSA less that associated with the 75\textsuperscript{th} percentile house price MSA. As suggested above, SMB has been found to be an important determinant of equity returns, as small (market capitalization) firms earn higher returns than large firms (see, for example, Banz, 1981 and Fama and French, 1992). For US housing markets, the average SMB return is a positive 0.175 (Table 1): however, SMB does exhibit substantial variation and is not significantly different from zero. Consistent with the equity asset pricing literature, idiosyncratic risk \( (s^2) \) is defined as the standard deviation of squared CAPM model residuals (see Ang, Hodrick, Xing and Zhang, 2006). Accordingly, \( s^2 \) provides a proxy for diversifiable risk. In marked contrast to equities, a typical housing investor trades in a very small number of location-specific properties, suggesting that diversification in housing investment is substantially more difficult to achieve. Again, relative to equities, idiosyncratic risk should be relatively more important to housing investment (as has been found by Plazzi, Torous and Valkanov (2008) in the case of commercial real estate). As shown in Table 1, we find substantial idiosyncratic risk on average \( (4.590\%) \) with considerable cross sectional variation in this variable.

Consistent with the finance literature (e.g. Jegadeesh and Titman, 1993), our momentum term reflects average house price return differentials between the 10 highest and lowest return sample MSAs in each quarter. This formulation tests the hypothesis that investors identify the best performing MSAs in the country and fund investments in those areas via sales of property in the worst performing areas. The average return from the momentum strategy is large \( (6.350\%) \) and is statistically greater than zero. Accordingly, the momentum term seeks to identify speculative spatial strategies among housing investors.

The final three variables, quarterly proxies for change in employment \( (\Delta\text{Emp}) \), change in foreclosures \( (\Delta\text{Forc}) \), and log of lagged affordability, \( \log(\text{Afford}_{t-1}) \), are socio-economic factors commonly cited in the housing literature. In that regard, nominal affordability is particularly important to mortgage qualification and related demand for housing. Further, as suggested by above citations, housing returns are taken to vary with fluctuations in local employment and foreclosure activity. As indicated in Table 1, all terms are presented at yearly frequency. The employment variable represents the one quarter log change in MSA employment using data supplied by the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis. On average employment fell by about 0.7 among
MSAs in the sample. Affordability is defined as the log of the one quarter lagged ratio of MSA mean household income to mean house price. In our sample, housing affordability averaged 0.241% and is statistically significant in 47 of the 151 MSAs. Foreclosure information is provided by the Mortgage Bankers Association and is defined as the 1-quarter change in foreclosures in the MSA. Average foreclosures are substantial and average over 1% per MSA. These levels are significant across housing markets.

Table 2 provides a matrix of simple correlations among the time-varying variables. As evident, there exists little correlation between the housing market \( R_{\text{HPI}} \) and equity return \( R_{\text{SP}} \) series. In marked contrast, and as would be expected, the correlation between the MSA cross-sectional average housing market return \( R_{\text{HPI}} \) and that of the OFHEO index \( R_{\text{OFHEO}} \) exceeds .95. The table further reveals a relatively strong correlation between the housing market return series \( R_{\text{HPI}} \) and the Small minus Big (SMB) term. Otherwise, simple correlations between the remaining explanatory variables are of limited magnitude with the exception of the Affordability and Foreclosures terms. As evaluated below, the table is suggestive of the importance of the national housing return series \( R_{\text{OFHEO}} \) in determination of returns at the MSA level \( R_{\text{HPI}} \). Generally we also note a lack of correlation between the explanatory variables. In general, the OFHEO series returns have very low correlation with the other explanatory variables, although SMB, Foreclosures and Affordability tend to have higher correlation suggesting we can isolate the impact of these variables for the variation of house prices.

**Estimating Housing Market βs**

### 2.3 β Estimates

Table 3 presents results of our basic H-CAPM models. The table provides summary evidence on regressions estimated for each of the 151 MSAs included in the analysis. For each explanatory variable, Table 3 presents the average estimated coefficient value. The number of MSAs with significant estimated coefficients is indicated in parentheses below the coefficient values. Models (1) – (6) present variants of the basic model; those specifications are indicated in a memo item to the table. In addition, the tables provide additional summary information based on estimation results for the 151 MSAs on model coefficients and model explanatory power. Model (1) consists of the single factor housing CAPM; here we equate the returns in each MSA \( R_{\text{HPI}} \) with national housing market returns \( R_{\text{OFHEO}} \). In model (2), we estimate an alternative single factor housing CAPM, whereby a proxy for equity market returns \( R_{\text{SP}} \) is used to represent the market variable.\(^{17}\)

We separately generate betas for each MSA with respect to movements in the market return. Each beta represents the sensitivity of the quarterly change in the MSA-

---

\(^{17}\) As is common to the empirical asset pricing literature, we also estimate the H-CAPM in an excess return specification, whereby the MSA and national house price return series are adjusted by the risk-free rate. In that specification, we use the 3-month Treasury Bill to proxy the risk-free rate. Research findings are robust to the excess return transformation of the model. Those results are contained in Tables 6 and 7.
specific OFHEO index to movements in the specified market factor. High betas represent high risk MSA housing markets, whereas low betas represent the opposite. In the basic CAPM pricing framework of model (1), a MSA’s quality-adjusted house price returns are generated by market risk only. In this model, investment is assumed to be in a market portfolio, such that investors get compensated only for non-diversifiable risk. In equity markets, the market factor is typically proxied by a broad market portfolio such as the S&P500. We examine two alternative proxies of the market factor, the log difference of the OFHEO national house price index, and the log difference of the S&P500 index, both at quarterly frequency. The OFHEO national series is an equally weighted index of the individual MSA house price indices, whereas the stock market index is a value-weighted series.\(^{18}\)

To begin, we identify the relevant market factor as the National OFHEO series. As shown in model (1), the average estimated market beta is close to .8; further, the housing market return proxy is statistically significant in 103 MSAs. Note also that the mean \(R^2\) in the OFHEO series single factor model is almost 20 percent. Those results stand in marked contrast to findings associated with the equity market return series. Results from model (2) indicate the lack of power or significance of the equity market return series in explaining MSA-specific housing return series. In particular, the equity return series is statistically significant in only 2 of the sampled MSAs; further, the estimated coefficient magnitudes are negligible. Table 3 also provides evidence of substantial cross-sectional variability in model explanatory power and estimated housing return betas, which range upwards to about 75 percent and 2.6, respectively, from a low of near zero. In sum, results of models (1) and (2) suggest the appropriateness of the national housing return series to proxy market returns in the housing CAPM. The findings for model (1) are strongly supportive of the Case-Shiller behavioral studies. Here we find widespread evidence in support for non-fundamental variables in explanation of cross-sectional variations in house price returns. Per the CAPM, the market variable is an investment variable with its estimated beta coefficient representing the magnitude of market risk. The strong findings in model (1) for the market factor suggest a beta risk and return relationship where investment in housing follows a risk and return strategy; investment in high risk areas is compensated by high returns, whereas investment in low risk areas results in a low return reward. Further, as evidenced in Case-Shiller survey results, there exists substantial variation in housing investment behavior among different metropolitan specific markets as identified by variability in the estimated market beta.

Subsequent models augment the single factor market return specification so as to determine whether there are other risk factors that are compensated by additional returns. In model (3), we estimate a two-factor model which controls for size effects associated with differences in returns between low- and high-priced metropolitan housing markets. Here we test the hypothesis that lower-priced MSA housing markets offer higher risk-adjusted returns than higher-priced MSAs. This term bears a relation to the small firm effect evidenced in the equity pricing literature, whereby small firms offer higher risk-adjusted returns than large firms. This effect is

\(^{18}\) The distinct weighting structure of the candidate market factors may have consequences for the inferences of the H-CAPM results. However, given the very strong support for the OFHEO series over the equity series as the market proxy we do not comment on this issue further.
sufficiently prominent so as to be included in standard asset pricing models such as the Fama and French (1993) 3-factor model as a Small minus Big (SMB) firm variable where the returns from large firms are subtracted from those of small firms and the resulting zero-investment variable is included as an explanatory variable. As suggested above, the housing small minus big term (SMB) is defined as the quarterly return associated with the 25th percentile MSA house price area less that associated with the 75th percentile MSA house price area. Results from Table 3 indicate that the coefficient on the housing small minus big term is precisely estimated only in 19 of the 155 MSAs and is not of the anticipated sign. Accordingly, systematic arbitrage of returns among high- and low-priced MSAs does not appear relevant to housing asset pricing in the vast majority of sampled areas. Note, however, that the estimated market beta is robust to inclusion of this term and the explanatory power of the single factor model increases with its inclusion.

In model (4), we estimate another two-factor model that tests for momentum effects. Consistent with the finance literature (see, for example, Jegadeesh and Titman, 1993), our momentum term is defined as the difference in average house price returns between the 10 highest and 10 lowest return MSAs in each quarter. In the finance literature, this variable has been used to proxy the investment strategy of going long with the previous quarter’s winners while at the same time shorting losers from the prior period in a zero-investment positive return approach. In the housing application, this formulation tests the hypothesis that investors identify the best performing MSAs in the country and fund investments in those areas via sales of property in the worst performing areas. Accordingly, the momentum term seeks to identify speculative spatial strategies among housing investors. Indeed, this formulation of the momentum term derives as well from Case-‐Shiller survey findings, which indicate higher (lower) levels of speculative home purchase in rising (falling) housing markets. As evidenced in Table 3, the estimated momentum terms are quite small in magnitude, with an average of slightly less than zero as against a positive prediction, and precisely estimated only in 18 MSAs. Results of the housing investment risk-‐return framework accordingly do not provide much support for geographic arbitrage zero-investment strategy, although including momentum does increase the explanatory power of the housing investment model without impacting the influence of the market beta.

In model (5), we estimate a two-factor model which incorporates idiosyncratic risk. As is broadly appreciated, household investment in housing is typically among a small number of properties and is highly undiversified. Liquidity constraints and

---

19 We tested this with alternative formulations of the SMB and the results were qualitative similar and are available on request.

20 Note it is possible that the SMB term provides explanatory power in analysis of housing market returns but that its impact is reduced due to the use of MSA-level time-series rather than property-specific data.

21 Our H-CAPM findings are qualitatively robust to the inclusion of variations in the specified momentum term and are available on request.

22 The most common form of housing investment is in a single unit of owner-occupied property.
difficulty in shorting the housing asset further constrain diversification. Accordingly, investment in housing diverges markedly from the usual CAPM world, where market participants are able to invest in a diversified equity portfolio. The unique aspects of investment in housing suggest that our housing asset pricing model compensate investors for total risk, inclusive of both systematic (market) risk and unsystematic (idiosyncratic) risk. Accordingly, our specification follows that of Merton’s (1987) model, where both market risk and idiosyncratic risk require risk-return compensation. Our methodology for computing idiosyncratic risk is standard to the asset pricing literature. We use the standard deviation of squared residuals associated with estimation of the simple CAPM for each MSA to proxy for MSA-specific non-market returns. As indicated in Table 3, the idiosyncratic risk proxy enters the asset pricing model with a high level of statistical significance only in 25 of the 151 sampled MSAs. Further, the estimated betas on the market factor appear robust to the inclusion of this term and are very similar to those reported for model (1). Note as well that the inclusion of idiosyncratic risk does increase the explanatory power of the model.

Finally, in model (6), we estimate a four factor model that controls for the market factor, idiosyncratic risk, momentum, and (SMB) size effects. The inclusion of these 4 factors aims to replicate the augmentation of the CAPM in equity pricing, namely additional factors have been found to generate anomalous pricing behaviour (see Fama and French, 1996), and as a consequence have been incorporated into the pricing model as potential risk factors. As evidenced in Table 3 and discussed above, estimation results suggest a very strong relation between MSA specific house price returns and market risk. In addition, there is only limited significance for the idiosyncratic risk, momentum, and size terms in the determination of MSA housing returns. Those controls sometimes enter the estimating models with an unanticipated sign; further, they are significant only for a small number of MSAs. The non-market risk proxy, for example, is significant only in about 25 MSAs. Note, however, that the inclusion of those terms boosts the average explanatory power of the housing CAPM model with the average explanatory rising to almost 30 percent compared to 20 percent for the single factor CAPM model. Notably, the average estimated market beta remains robust to the inclusion of those controls at about 0.8.

Figure 2 provides a further indication of variation in estimated market betas across sampled MSAs. Plotted in Figure 2 are betas sorted by magnitude from lowest to highest MSA-specific estimates. To illustrate the variation in magnitude of betas across MSAs, we plot every 10th market beta in the sample. The betas are generated from regression model (1) in Table 3.23 Also plotted are the 95 percent confidence bands. The housing market betas indicate substantial cross-sectional variation, ranging from -.185 in Provo, UT to a positive 2.61 in Modesto, California. In the case of Modesto, the estimated beta suggests a highly volatile market that moves by 2.61 percent for every percentage point move in the national house price series. Among U.S. metropolitan areas, the California Central Valley boom town of Modesto recorded the greatest house price response to movements in the National OFHEO series. As would be anticipated, elevated betas are estimated for major metropolitan areas on the west coast and Florida. Further, the top 10 betas are all associated with

---

23 Similar variation for market betas occur for the augmented models and are available upon request.
California markets. In marked contrast, many metropolitan areas in the Midwest are characterized by low housing market betas.

The complete set of estimated market betas by MSA is contained in Appendix Table 1. The table also provides information on average housing market returns for each sample MSA. As evidenced in the Table, the statistical significance of the estimated beta and the overall explanatory power of the simple housing CAPM model tend to be highest in those MSAs with the larger market betas. The large estimated beta associated with Modesto, CA is highly significant; further, national housing market returns alone explain 82 percent of the variations in Modesto housing market returns. Similarly, \( R^2 \) values were estimated at about 70 percent or greater for the California MSAs with the 10 highest estimated betas. In marked contrast, the estimated market betas for low beta areas are largely insignificant; typically, the explanatory power of the housing CAPM is quite low in those areas.

Several important conclusions emerge from the MSA-specific results. Firstly, on average, the single factor housing CAPM works well to capture the common variation in MSA housing returns. Results accordingly indicate the relevance of the housing investment framework in an explanation of sampled MSA housing returns. However, as would be expected, the investment asset pricing model is not similarly relevant in all places, as findings indicate a strong geographic dispersion in the magnitude of the estimated market betas and the model fit. For example, consistent with Case-Shiller behavioral survey results, investment considerations, as captured in the housing CAPM, are highly important to the determination of house price returns in many US coastal markets. On the other hand, the investment model has little explanatory power in many smaller, mid-western cities.

Table 4 provides results of an augmented housing asset pricing model that includes additional explanatory variables terms commonly cited in the housing literature (see, for example, Case and Shiller (1988, 1990), Goodman and Gabriel (1996), Case and Quigley (1991), Gabriel, Mattey and Wascher (1999), and Himmelberg, Mayer, and Sinai (2005)). As evident, those variables (defined above) include controls for quarterly changes in MSA employment, log of lagged nominal housing affordability (defined per convention in terms of nominal house price/income ratios), and change of housing foreclosures. Per above, models (1) – (3) add these terms sequentially, starting with the employment growth proxy, to the four-factor housing CAPM framework. As evident in model (1), the employment growth term is significant only in a few metropolitan areas. A similar outcome is evidenced in model (3) for the change in foreclosures term. As is broadly appreciated, nominal affordability is an important input to mortgage qualification and to housing demand. Results of the augmented models indicate that nominal affordability is significant in explanation of house price changes in approximately 50 of the 151 metro areas in our sample. Further, inclusion of the affordability term adds to the explanatory power of the model overall. That notwithstanding, results of the augmented models indicate substantial robustness to the basic CAPM relationship in the determination of housing returns. Indeed, the estimated CAPM market beta remains in the range of .8 - .9 and is significant in some 115 of the 155 MSAs. Overall, consistent with survey research findings, results of the augmented model provide strong support for the housing CAPM investment model, where expected returns to housing are related to market risk and where other fundamentals are of secondary importance.
We now turn to questions of temporal variability in the H-CAPM model results. Figures 3 – 6 plot the temporal variation in market betas and model R² for San Francisco, Boston, Milwaukee, and Los Angeles. The respective plots also illustrate the cross sectional variation among the four areas in the boom and bust cycle of US housing. Recall per above that the four markets are the metropolitan areas of focus in the Case-Shiller behavioral research. The estimates displayed in these figures derive from a four-year moving estimation period. Further, the simple model (1) housing CAPM framework is used to compute the estimates. In all cases, both the estimated market betas and the model explanatory power change dramatically over time. The plots are further instructive in discerning the relationship between the magnitude of the estimated market factor and the model explanatory power. In that regard, as noted in memo items to the plots, the simple correlations between R² and the estimated market betas range from about .65 in San Francisco and Boston to .81 in Los Angeles and .93 in Milwaukee. Indeed, both the estimated betas and the model explanatory power spike during periods of housing market boom. In San Francisco, the estimated market betas range upwards to 3, with model fit in the range of 80 percent, during the housing booms of the early 1990s and early 2000 periods. As housing booms turn to economic downturn and housing bust, both the investment model explanatory power and estimated market betas fall markedly. The extreme cyclical variability in these terms is evidenced in the Boston market as well, albeit to a lesser degree. Estimated market betas and R² trended down markedly during the first half of the current decade—suggesting markedly diminished importance to a risk-return characterization of Boston house price fluctuations during that period. While those trends reversed in the context of the recent housing boom, estimated market betas in Boston failed to reach levels recorded for coastal California. Finally, Milwaukee presents a different case altogether. Consistent with early Case-Shiller behavioral findings (Case and Shiller, 1988), the risk-return housing investment model, as embodied in the CAPM, provides little insight as to Milwaukee house price trends for much of the 1990s. Indeed, in early years, both estimated market betas and model explanatory power approximated zero. For the decade of the 1990s, as described by Case and Shiller, one would be hard-pressed to argue the importance of investment demand as deterministic for housing market fluctuations in Milwaukee. Interestingly, as evidenced by findings from the most recent housing boom, both investment model explanatory power and magnitude of estimated market beta jumped sharply for Milwaukee. Consistent with 2009 Case-Shiller survey findings, results from Milwaukee typify the substantially more widespread ability of the housing risk-return model to explain housing market fluctuations in recent years.

2.4 Fama-MacBeth

The Fama-MacBeth (1973) framework has been extensively applied to test the validity and related implications of the CAPM. In particular, it determines whether the linear market beta risk-return relation holds. Specifically, the Fama-MacBeth approach allows us to examine a number of distinct implications for the CAPM. Of particular importance is assessment of whether there exists a significant positive market beta-return relationship, implying that the market beta can explain the variation in MSA housing returns and that the variation is positively related to beta. Accordingly, the Fama-McBeth framework tests whether beta risk is the important
driver of MSA housing returns. Second, recall that only market risk is rewarded in the CAPM framework. The Fama-MacBeth approach allows us to test whether non-market risk, as proxied by the standard deviation of the CAPM squared residuals, is related to assets returns. For the CAPM to hold in its strictest sense we expect that non-market risk would be an insignificant determinant of MSA returns. Further the CAPM describes a linear risk return relationship. The Fama-MacBeth framework allows us to determine whether there are non linearities in the beta-return relationship.

Similar to much of the asset pricing testing in equity markets the Fama-MacBeth framework uses portfolios. As is broadly appreciated, the use of portfolios helps to avoid problems of errors in variables (see Miller and Merton, 1972). That notwithstanding, the use of portfolios involves choices regarding portfolio composition which can influence the outcome of the analysis (see Brennan, Chordia and Subrahmanyam, 1996). Moreover, the use of portfolios can hide valuable information about the individual assets that comprise the portfolio.

The Fama-MacBeth approach is not without its faults. Some of the challenges are due to estimation of parameters (e.g. see Shanken, 1992), whereas a more fundamental concern is associated with identification of the market portfolio and the use of related proxies. Roll (1977) and Roll and Ross (1984) note that testing the validity of the CAPM may become problematical as the market portfolio may not be observable and its proxy may not be mean-variance efficient. Notwithstanding these faults the Fama-MacBeth framework is the standard approach to testing the validity of the CAPM and related multi-factor models [Brennan, Chordia and Subrahmanyam, 1998].

To motivate the asset pricing tests Figure 7 presents the full set of MSA market betas and their associated mean returns using model (1) in Table 3. There is a clear positive market risk and return relationship with high beta MSAs attached to high return MSAs. For the identified MSAs in the scatter plot such as Salinas we see a high beta and average returns whereas in contrast for Dallas-Plano-Irving we see a low beta and average returns. However there is not a very precise positive linear beta return relationship with some MSAs having a low beta and high returns. Moreover and alternatively the plot suggests that there may be a role for non-market risk that results in deviations from a positive beta return linear relationship. In the Fama-MacBeth approach the non-market risk is assumed to be unidentified idiosyncratic risk, but it may also involve systematic factors (eg. momentum) other than market risk.

Following the Fama-MacBeth approach we identify 3 steps. First, in each of 67 quarterly periods we identify the CAPM betas implied by model (1) in Table 3. These individual betas are sorted by rank into 10 portfolios in each period to minimise the errors in variable problem associated with using individual asset betas. Second, post-ranking portfolio betas are estimated in each quarter using a simple CAPM model on the constructed portfolios. Finally, we run cross sectional regressions of the full Fama-McBeth specification for each quarter. That final analysis yields estimated parameters for each quarter that are then used to test the implications of the CAPM model. The specification of the Fama-McBeth portfolio model is indicated in the memo below Table 5.

The Fama-MacBeth results for US housing data are presented in Table 5. Overall, estimates of the model provide strong evidence in support of a positive beta-return
relationship in US housing markets. We examine the robustness of these results using data for the full time frame, sub-periods prior to and after 2000 and additional sample sub-periods. In all samples, we obtain strong evidence in support of a positive risk and return relationship for US house prices with an average $\gamma_1$ parameter significantly greater than zero. However, our evidence on other implications of the CAPM is not as conclusive. Unlike the premise of a linear risk and return relationship in the CAPM, we find strong evidence of a non linear relationship between returns and beta although there is ambiguity regarding the sign on the estimated $\gamma_2$ parameter. Finally, the Fama-McBeth analysis also provides evidence in support of the non-market (idiosyncratic) risk factor. In that regard, the role of non market risk may thus be masked in our earlier tests, where we present a single set of results for the full period, as results seem to be switching from positive to negative coefficients over time. Overall though the primary premise of the CAPM is strongly supported in application to housing investment, risk, and return.

3. Conclusions

In this research, we apply quality-adjusted house price data from 151 U.S. metropolitan areas over the 1985-2007 period to estimate a housing CAPM. The paper seeks to assess the importance of the risk-return framework in the determination of metropolitan housing returns, as suggested by Case-Shiller survey research. Overall, results indicate a sizable and statistically significant influence of the market factor on MSA house price returns. Further, the basic housing CAPM model is robust to the addition of other explanatory variables, including measures of idiosyncratic risk, momentum, geographic arbitrage among high- and low-priced metropolitan areas, and other housing market fundamentals. Our CAPM market betas vary substantially and are strongly related to the relative explanatory power of the models in the cross-section. Further, our results suggest considerable time-variation in housing CAPM model explanatory power, with markedly elevated importance of the pricing framework over the course of the recent house price cycle. To avoid potential errors-in-variables problems associated with the use of a single asset CAPM, we also examined the pricing relationship using portfolios of MSA returns within the Fama and Macbeth framework. We again find a strong positive risk and return relationship for the portfolios. However, we do find a non linear relationship for our H-CAPM and we are currently investigating this issue further Overall, our findings are supportive of the application of a housing investment risk-return model in explanation of variation in metro-area cross-section and time-series of US house price returns. The findings strongly corroborate Case-Shiller behavioral findings indicating the importance of speculative forces in the determination of U.S. housing returns.
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Figure 1
National and Individual MSA House Price Indices

The plot details the time series of quarterly index levels for 4 individual MSAs and for the National OFHEO series between 1985 and 2007. The table contains quarterly summary statistics of percentage returns for 4 individual MSAs and for the National OFHEO series between 1985 and 2007.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MSA</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std Dev</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco</td>
<td>1.883</td>
<td>2.217</td>
<td>-2.378</td>
<td>6.691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>1.503</td>
<td>2.071</td>
<td>-3.274</td>
<td>7.114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>0.801</td>
<td>-0.333</td>
<td>4.707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>1.798</td>
<td>2.549</td>
<td>-4.333</td>
<td>9.953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National</td>
<td>1.257</td>
<td>0.781</td>
<td>-0.391</td>
<td>3.742</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The plot details the time series of quarterly index levels for 4 individual MSAs and for the National OFHEO series between 1985 and 2007. The table contains quarterly summary statistics of percentage returns for 4 individual MSAs and for the National OFHEO series between 1985 and 2007.
The plot is based on a sort of betas by magnitude from lowest to highest and where every 10th beta is selected for presentation. The betas are obtained from model (1) in Table 3. The 95 percent confidence bands of the identified MSA betas are also given (dashed lines).
The plot details the time series of quarterly market betas and model $R^2$ for San Francisco using model (1) in Table 3. The timeframe is between 1985 and 2007 based on a moving four-year moving window and where the initial betas are obtained for 1990. The table contains quarterly summary statistics of the associated market betas and model $R^2$ for San Francisco using model (1) in Table 3. The correlation between market betas and $R^2$ is also given.
Figure 4
Temporal Variation in CAPM $\beta$ and Model Explanatory Power
Boston

The plot details the time series of quarterly market betas and model $R^2$ for Boston using model (1) in Table 3. The timeframe is between 1985 and 2007 based on a moving four-year moving window and where the initial betas are obtained for 1990. The table contains quarterly summary statistics of the associated market betas and model $R^2$ for San Francisco using model (1) in Table 3. The correlation between market betas and $R^2$ is also given.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std Dev</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>1.416</td>
<td>0.518</td>
<td>0.328</td>
<td>2.773</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R^2$</td>
<td>0.471</td>
<td>0.198</td>
<td>0.055</td>
<td>0.785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>corr($\beta$, $R^2$)</td>
<td>0.643</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 5
Temporal Variation in CAPM $\beta$ and Model Explanatory Power
Milwaukee

The plot details the time series of quarterly market betas and model $R^2$ for Milwaukee using model (1) in Table 3. The timeframe is between 1985 and 2007 based on a moving four-year moving window and where the initial betas are obtained for 1990. The table contains quarterly summary statistics of the associated market betas and model $R^2$ for San Francisco using model (1) in Table 3. The correlation between market betas and $R^2$ is also given.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std Dev</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>0.633</td>
<td>0.405</td>
<td>-0.135</td>
<td>1.445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R^2$</td>
<td>0.278</td>
<td>0.257</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.767</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$\text{Corr}(\beta, R^2) = 0.933$
Figure 6
Temporal Variation in CAPM $\beta$ and Model Explanatory Power
Los Angeles

The plot details the time series of quarterly market betas and model $R^2$ for Los Angeles using model (1) in Table 3. The timeframe is between 1985 and 2007 based on a moving four-year moving window and where the initial betas are obtained for 1990. The table contains quarterly summary statistics of the associated market betas and model $R^2$ for San Francisco using model (1) in Table 3. The correlation between market betas and $R^2$ is also given.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std Dev</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>2.63</td>
<td>0.735</td>
<td>0.583</td>
<td>3.193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R^2$</td>
<td>0.494</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>0.837</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Corr($\beta$, $R^2$) = 0.808
The scatter plot shows the full sample of MSA market betas and their respective mean returns. The timeframe is between 1985 and 2007 where the betas are obtained from model (1) in Table 3 and the mean returns are in Appendix Table 1.
Annual summary statistics are presented for H-CAPM model variables with the associated definitions for the timeframe between 1985 and 2007. Time series summary statistics are provided for the variables with no MSA specific data (R_{OFHEO} and R_{SP}) whereas cross sectional summary statistics are provided for the other variables with MSA specific data.